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30 Days to Launch a Travel Blogging or Writing Career

Day 3 Worksheets

Define & Find
Your Competitors
Using the niche you created yesterday, today's work will be to find competitors in that space. Who is doing it
correctly in your niche space? Who isn't doing it well? Today will be focused on getting clear about whom you
want to be in your niche.
Understanding the other travel writers, bloggers and content creators who are already in your niche is very
important. Who are the veterans? Who are the other newbies? Who is considered the authority?
Quick reminder....
Defining your writing niche means choosing which corner of the travel writing world you would like to
occupy. If you did not choose a niche yesterday you must choose something.
What you choose doesn't have to be your final niche, but you need to make a choice so you can get more clear
about how to move forward and to be able to work on today's task (and you'll be able to rule a niche in or out
after today).
If you already have a blog or writing focus-- today's task will be great for you too! When was the last time
you really took a look at what other bloggers are doing in your niche?
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Define & Find
Your
Competitors
(Worksheet)
1. Search!
Based on your niche, do a search in Google. Let's say you want to focus on luxury travel. Search 'luxury travel
blogs' or 'luxury travel bloggers' or 'top luxury travel websites'. If your focus is more geo-targeted and you
want to focus on Bail, search for 'Bali blogs', 'Bali bloggers', 'Bali websites'. If you have hones in your niche and
destination the search would be something like 'Luxury Bali travel' or 'luxury Bali travel blogs'. Find 5-10 blogs
that focus on your niche or the area you think you want to focus on.

2. Review the Sites (Do your own mini audit)
Spend time reviewing the sites you find. Look at the home page, about page, a few recent blog posts. Look at
the title of the post, blog layout, photos, writing style. What do you like? What don't you like?
Blog Name

What I like

What I don't like

3. Sit Back and Ponder
Based on your searches today what has inspired you? Are you clearer about your blog or the direction you
want to take your writing?
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